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Arabian
To Bloddy Revolif

h Iraq

Leiden, Netherlands (Cosec)
The February 8 revolution in Iraq which overthrew the Kassem dictatorship has
been gathering more and more support among Arab peoples
Volume LXXIX
and students. Although the new regime which has assumed
power in Iraq has been attacked
by the International Union of
Students, an organization based in
Prague from which the Voice received considerable propaganda,
it enjoys the full support of the
National Union of Iraqui Students and of a large number of
Arab student organizations
throughout the world.
Last

month's

A

5

revolution

in

Iraq has been described as popular, democratic and responding to
the genuine aspirations of the
Iraqian people by at least five
student organizations. All of them
took exception to such statements
as those issued by the International
Union of Students, which condemned the revolution as "fascist
in character and inspired by the
imperialists."
.

According to the Arab Students
Union in the United Kingdom and
Ireland, the International Union
of Students, which stood silent
when Kassem "massacred thousands of unarmed civilians at
'Mosul' in March, 1959, in 'Kir-kuin July 1959 . . . when thousands of students went on strike
lasting eight weeks demanding
free elections . . . and when over
2,000 of them were arrested in
military camps . . . now piously
and violently denounces efforts to
quell armed revolt against a government which has proclaimed, in
its words and in its deeds, its dedication to the highest ideals of the
Iraqi and Arab people and which
came to power with their full
support."

n
;
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The Committee continued :
"Kassem and his communist protegees overlooked one main factor
in their calculations, that Iraq is
and will be pa.rt of the Arab nation, that the Iraqi people have
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the same aims, expectations and
aspirations as the other parts of
the Arab world, that it cannot
stand to be isolated from it and
will not accept a foreign ideol- -

The General Union of Palestine
Students praised the role played
by the National Union of Iraqi
Students in the revolution and assured all student organizations
that "this is a real people's movement that can achieve the ideals
Answering charges that "10,000
of the people and bring demo- democratic people have been
cracy to Iraq."
slain" in Iraq since the new regime
took power, the Organization of
Denouncing the
policy of isolating Iraq from the Arab Students in U.SA. has stated
rest of the Arab family, the Arab that the revolutionary government
Students Organizing Committee in in Iraq "has accepted to invite
West Germany accused Kassem of the International Red Cross, which
isolating Iraq from the Arab na- was closed during Kassem's rule,
tionalist movement by supporting to return to Iraq" where it will
communist elements in the coun- be given full freedom of investigation.
try.
ex-dictato-
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The college union

at Denison University.

Film Depicts Ideal Union At Wisconsin

film documentThe color-souning the part a college union plays
in higher education which was
made in the Wisconsin Union at
the University of Wisconsin will
be shown here on Wednesday and
Thursday, April 24 and 25, in the
Lecture Room of Andrews Library
"The government has also
running continually from 7:30
opened an invitation to reporters
to 9:00.
p.m.
from all over the world to enter
Entitled "Living Room of the
any area and ask any questions
The Story of a BuildUniversity
they want" continues the
ing and an Idea," the film was
taken during the Wisconsin Union's 25th anniversary in 1953-54- .
d

Dr. Bangham Accepts Danforth Chair

a social, dining, cultural and hospitality center.
The film is being distributed
to other colleges planning unions,
alumni and high school groups,
and civic clubs.

Treasurer Tables
Lowry's Proposal;
Tuition Will Rise
The Office of the Treasurer in
Galpin has recently released the
new, higher cost of studying at
Wooster, Dr. Lowry's hopes for a
four-yea- r
set cost for tuition and
fees notwithstanding.

The movie, made by the University of Wisconsin Photographic
Dr. George W. Beadle, chancellor of the University of Laboratory, and shot by the GoldChicago and 1958 Nobel Prize winner in medicine, will dedi- en Reel award winning photoWalter Meives, is a
Dr. Lowry's proposals will not
cate the Danforth professorship of biology at 3 p.m. on Sun- grapher,color-sounfilm telling the be considered until the next meetday, April 21, in Memorial Chapel.
story of the Union as a "shelter- ing of the Board of Trustees on
Dr. Ralph Bangham, chairman ing home for self directed, free June 7.
of the biology department of the activity."
Meanwhile, returning students
College of Wooster, has been
Throughout the Wisconsin Un- (only 910 of an expected 1,400
named to the chair.
ion's anniversary year more than have notified the Dean that they
This professorship is a gift of 10,000 feet of film and 400 scenes, will be back next year) are asked
the Danforth Foundation of St. involving hundreds of students, to pay these prices:
Louis and has an endowment of faculty, and alumni were taken
Present 1963-.- .
$250,000. Donald Danforth, Chair- showing the Wisconsin Union as
Cost
1964
man of the Danforth Foundation,
Tuition
$1,125 $1,230
will be present.
v Pre-registrati'v
on
i
90
90
Fees
Dr. Beadle, distinguished for
Room
300
340
'Mm;m. , Ua&4;.
wmmz his work in genetics at Stanford
17
InUniversity and the California
500
500
Board
P '
AK
became
of
Technology,
stitute
This
year's
in
experiment
30
30
Linens
chancellor of the University of
will eliminate the Medical Ins.
19
19
Chicago in January of 1961.
procedure of presingle, one-daTotal
$2,064 $2,209
work, vious spring semesters.
His Nobel
done with Dr. Edward L. Tatum
Trial schedule cards, filled out
of Cal Tech, involved the manner with the student's advisor after
Tonight at 7:15 and 9:30 in
in which genes control enzymes payment of the $50 registration
Scott Auditorium a Spanish
and how enzymes in turn control fee, will replace the old system.
movie entitled "Donna BarDr. George W. Beadle
the basic chemistry of life.
bara" will be presented. The
Sophomores, after receiving movie is based on Romulo
From 1946 to 1961, he served
and information from
as chairman of the department of permission
Gallegos' novel, and is the
biology and acting dean of the prospective department heads, will story of the struggle between
register with current advisers.
faculty.
savage power and the civiliIn addition to the Nobel Prize,
Juniors register with departzation which tries to subdue
he
with
freshmen
distinguished
heads,
has
won
many
ment
it in Venezuela.
After their spring concert tour
featuring programs in New York awards and honors.
Dr. Beadle received his B.S. and
and Washington, D.C., the
M.S.
degrees from the Nebraska
Girls' Chorus will give
College of Agriculture. He rea concert here next Friday.
ceived his Ph.D. in 1931 from
This concert will also conclude Cornell. He has taught at Harvard,
this season's appearances. Eight Stanford and Cal Tech.
The Wooster Symphony Orchestra will present its annual
men, including the featured soloist
Spring Concert on Monday evening at 8:15 in the Chapel.
Dick Jones will sing with the
e
orchestra will be directed by guest conThe
Chorus.
Attention, Wooster voter!
ductor Michael Charry, who is presently Apprentice Conduc
Under the direction of Miss Eve You wanted a new student
tor of the Cleveland Orchestra and
Richmond, the chorus will present government; now you must
Glee Club
regular director of the Canton Rhapsody." The Men's
help to make it work!
n
concert.
will
a
the
male
perform
choral
parts
Symphony Orchestra.
The first group of selections will
required
in
Brahms
the
score.
You can apply for the folMr, Charry was formerly assist,
be light secular music including
lowing committees until next ant conductor and principal oboist
The remainder of the program
two pieces from Robert Frost and
Monday: Academic Board
be devoted to Haydn's "Symwill
the Rhode Island Philharmonic
Randall Thompson's Frostiana Curriculum Committee, Chapel of
Orchestra in Providence. He has phony 104 (London)," and Sibeand Rodgers and Hammerstein's Committee, International Stustudied at Oberlin, Juilliard, in lius' "Finlandia."
The Sound of Music and Climb dents Committee and Frosh
Hamburg, Germany, and with
s
of the orchestra
Every Mountain.
Orientation.
Pierre Monteux.
members are students; the rest of
Then the chorus will sing a
The assisting artists on the pro- the organization resides in WoosApplications will go out
series of songs by Victor Herbert, next Monday for the following
gram will be Prof. Michael Davis, ter and Wayne County.
such as selections from Madamoi-sell- e positions: Coed Dining, Blood-mobil- e, junior Catherine Long and the
Tickets for the concert may be
Modiste, March of the Toys
Men's Glee Club. Mr. Davis will purchased by individuals either at
Student Union Comand Gypsy Love Song.
play Tschaikowsky's "Violin Con- the Bookstore or at the Music demittee, and editors of the Colcerto."
partment for $1.00. This concert
The third group will encompass lege Directory, Freshman DKey.
Scots'
irectory
and
Miss Long, contralto, will sing is not a part of the Federation
several sacred songs the Sanctus
solo parts of the Brahm's "Alto series.
the
and
others.
by Dvorak
40-minu- te

d
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Ends On May

y
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pre-registrati-
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Prize-winnin-

g

A

Daughters of Eve
Entertain at Home
53-memb-

Number 20

I

by

J. North

B.

Students of Wooster, unite! Now is the time to express
your opinions and to give suggestions before the new union
is built. Let our wishes be known so the College Union will
be what we want.
What does Wooster need and
want in its Union? These questions a committee of students,
faculty and administration are
asking now, as plans for the new
College Union rapidly progress.
The architect and the consultant
have been appointed and are
working on the first stages of the
new College Union now is the
time for the students to express
their views.
College unions vary greatly, but
among the things the Wooster committee is considering are: bowling
lanes, a billiard room, card rooms,
snack bar and dance area, ball
rooms, meeting rooms,- dining
rooms tor college dining and
private banquets, lounges, an International Student Center, a TV
lounge, a Student Government
meeting room, office space for all
student organizations, work shops
and hobby shops, study rooms, a
post office, a central college information center, a ticket office, book
store facilities, faculty and alumni
lounges
indeed, everything but
a swimming pool.
The College Union Planning
Committee has the responsibility
of determining the needs of the
college, planning the union to fulfill these needs, and working with
the consultant and the architect on
the details of the final plans.
The committee, appointed by
President Lowry and responsible
to the Building and Grounds Com- -

mittee of the Board of Trustees,
includes Dr. Arthur Baird, chairman, David Brand,
Barbara Croyle, Karl Gross, Sarah
Hudelson, Preston Ormsby, B. J.
North, Susan Toepel, Gretchen
Winkler, Mr. Arthur Palmer,
business manager, Miss Graber,
director of Food Service, Deans
Frey and Young, Mr. Phil Shipe,
Mr. Ed Arn of Development, Mr.
John Schooley, the architect, and
the
consultant, Mr.
Frank Noffke.
co-chairm-

an,

co-ordinati- ng

Deans Pick JR's;
Find It Difficult,
Gratifying Task
students

were
chosen this week for junior and
Twenty-nin-

e

senior resident positions in freshman and sophomore dorms.
Nine sophomore women have
been chosen to guide freshman
girls during their first year at
college.
Selected at junior residents are
the following:
Susan Adams, Marilyn Amstutz,
Carol Magill, Barbara Marsh,
Nancy Organ, M. Lynn Pierson,
Lillian Richeson, Vicki Siegel,
Nina Thomas.
A committee headed by Dean
Frey made the choices.
Assistant Dean of Men Howard
D. King Jr who selected the 20
men Jr.'s and Sr.'s, found it a
Due to the number of cars
gratifying but difficult job.
brought back after spring va"We had 75 applications from
cation by seniors, parking
excellent
candidates,"
he comspace on campus is very
mented.
limited. All cars not parked in
Chosen for senior residents were
their proper places will be
towed and fined. The space Leonard "Skip" Baker, Dick
,Fie-litreserved for employees in the Spierling, Don Baker, Bruce
Krich-bauRalph Schreiber, Dan
Kenarden lot should be esand Gill Siepert.
pecially respected.
Junior residents will be Randy
Porter, John Harrison, Jerry
Fischer, Gary Reichard, Dave
Warner,
Dave Brand, Dick RobertVoice
son, Tom McCIung, Tom Dahms,
The new Voice staff has been Bruce Vandersall, Allan Vaala,
almost completed with the appoint- Dave Mortensen, Bill Paton.
ment of Alexandra Keith as First
Page Editor and James Pope as
Second Page Editor. Barb
is Feature Editor, Skip
Baker business manager, and Jerry
Taylor advertising manager. Alice
Carol Barbour, chemistry major,
Olsen will assume the circulation was just elected to Phi Beta Kappa
editorship, and Frank Gilbuena scholastic honorary on the basis
will assist make-uand proofing. of seven semesters' work.
The positions of Proofreading
Carol Osterhaut, psychology
Editor and Photographer are as major, was elected last fall on the
yet unfilled. Applicants for these basis of six semesters' work. These
positions or students interested in two women are the only members
any phase of newspaper work of the present senior class who
should contact Paul Menzel or have been chosen for the honorary
Anne Grigsby.
thus far.
z,

m

Names Staff
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Phi Bete Society

Chooses Barbour
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Wages For Strikers?

tfiicfg on Mews

Hint

The heart of many a Wooster student was undoubtedly
gladdened by the reappearance on campus of big city newspapers. As well as imposing an unnecessary burden on the
public, the strike serves to point out a point that economists
have dwelt upon at various times.
The point is that as the difference between wages and
unemployment compensation decreases, the incentive to return to work decreases also. The printers who initiated and
led the strike found themselves in the position of being able
to hold out almost indefinitely because of various benefits
they were receiving.
e
pay amounted
Before the strike, the printer's
to $127.70 per week. After the strike was under way, the
printers received union benefits and unemployment compensation from New York State amounting to $118.37 per week.
The state unemployment benefits are financed by payments
of employers, i.e; the publishers.
When the plight of the other employees thrown out of
work by the printers is examined, the selfishness of the printers is brought out in full. Some employees collected the $50
per week state compensation or collected nothing. It is unfortunate when one unit in our society must prove its superiority to itself at the expense of other units and individuals.
The wealth of the Printers' Union made it possible for
while ignorthem to maintain their own economic
ing the plight of those around them. The total cost of the
strike has been estimated at, $190 million.
It seems as if the time has come for unions to accept a
little social responsibility of their own lest they be stripped
of the power they have worked to acquire, but have been
abusing excessively.
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by James Pope

Sir Winston Churchill is now an honorary citizen of the
Fo

United States. The British are reportedly considering jumping on the bandwagon by making General Eisenhower an
honorary citizen of their country.

A

whug!

take-hom-

tAj

n
by The Editor

two-wor- d

ng

A Wooster First
recent Wednesday morning saw the presentation
during chapel hour of one of the most worthwhile religious
programs of this year. Drs. Norton and Anderson read portions of the script from "The Man Without God" as broadcast
over the CBS Television Network. The program explored
the mind of Albert Camus, Nobel
novelist, who
never in his life came to believe in God.
A

Prize-winnin- g

--

Camus' religious position, unlike that of some attackers
of Christianity, fascinates and intrigues thoughtful Christians.
This is undoubtedly one factor in the enthusiastic reception
of this program here at Wooster.
Even disregarding this factor, however, the program
was a most significant one for the campus. The presentation
views with no motive to set them up as straw
of
men was a most refreshing change from the majority of Woos- ter's religious programs. It seemed a Wooster first to have
views presented in an official formal manner
non-Christia-

non-Christia-

n

n

outside the classroom.
We extend our appreciation to Drs. Norton and Anderson
and others involved in the planning of the Camus program.
We hope the campus will be exposed to more of this variety
of views in the coming year.

Published weekly by the students of the College of Wooster during the
school year. Opinions expressed in editorials and features are those of the
students and should not be construed as representing administration policy.
Member of the Associated Collegiate Press, Intercollegiate Press and the
Ohio College Newspaper Association. Entered as second class matter in the
Post Office, Wooster, Ohio.
PAUL T. MENZEL,

Editor-in-Chie-

f

ANNE GRIGSBY, Managing Editor

r

The door to the balcony of
First Floor Annex was barricaded
over vacation by the wise elders
of buildings and grounds and
maintenance. We extend our sincere sympathy to all those girls
residing therein whose hopes are
now dashed. Better luck next year
when you're in another dorm.
Tavern Month Eliminated

America and its politicians have the amazing ability to
distort priorities and emphases, get alarmed about immediate needs and fears, and forget those decisions whose effect
will not be felt for some time. Congress and the President thus
are willing to spend billions on defense and space with hardly
objection, while they quibble for months about
a
a few millions for welfare projects.
This lack of foresight is particularly well exemplified by
prothe Congress' lack of enthusiasm for any
initiative.
gram. President Kennedy has at least taken some
He sent two basic programs to Congress, the Youth Conservation Corps and a program to provide employment in nonprofit community activities. Both are designed to provide
opportunities for youth.
More than this is needed. The best investment the
American public could make would be a comprehensive job
retraining and replacing program. The unemployed are a
terrific burden on the present economy and if foresight is not
used today, they will continue to drain the economy. Unemployment compensation in the future will not be decreased
by inaction now.
The American economy in the last year alone lost more
potentially productive labor time through unemployment than
through 35 years of strikes. And yet the menace goes unheeded. In Ohio Governor Rhodes recently knocked $1.5
million from a state job retraining project.
America must realize its potential and shed the type of
conservatism which is blind to present and future needs.
job-retraini-

et

Editor's Notebook

well-bein- g

Political "Foresight"

1

my

Meanwhile, in California, although some have suggested "citizen" Nixon as a candidate for
Senator, polls show that former
Senator Knowland would actually
have a better chance of unseating
Senator Engle in '64 than would
Mr. Nixon.
With all of the talk going on
in America of the current Sino-Sovisplit and of ways to exploit
this split, one can easily imagine
talk going on in Moscow of ways
to capitalize upon the splits in the
Western world between the United
States and France and the United
States and Canada.
Current United States defense
policy seems to be headed in the
direction of the isolationists. The
concentration on ICBM's to be
stationed in this country and on
Polaris submarines under direct
U.S. control is taking place with
subsequent withdrawal of missiles
from foreign soil and the phasing
out of the manned bomber.
Despite urging Cuban refugees
to work for the freeing of their
country, President Kennedy has
ordered a crackdown on raids by
refugees. This has caused no undue concern in their ranks, especially since Britain has also
joined in on this action. The
refugees could possibly turn to
President DeGaulle for aid since
the French own two islands in
the Caribbean from which raids
could be launched.
The narrow victory of Mayor
Daley in the recent Chicago elec
tion and the defeat of several incumbent Democrat aldermen could
point to trouble in Illinois for
the Democrats in 1964. Kennedy

In a very mild manner the
WCTU has come to life again in
the state of Michigan. Recently
Governor George Romney gave
heed to State WCTU President
Mrs. L. G. Rowley's appeal to him
when he indicated that he does
not intend to proclaim May as
Michigan Tavern Month.
The last decade has seen the
National Licensed Beverage Association name May as National Tavern Month each year. The effort
reportedly has been to portray the
neighborhood bar as "the friend-- '

liest place in town." Former Gov-

ernor John Swainson last year did
follow the National Licensed Beverage Association's lead by proclaiming May as Michigan Tavern
Month'.

Presbyterians
some
Perhaps
here at Wooster, in light of the
possibility that Mr. Romney might
be nominated for the Presidency
in 1964, should take note. '
Shorts Win Prize
Howard Bowman of the Howard
W. Bowman Signs Co. here in
Wooster, has won a record album
from the Ronnie Barrett Show,
Radio Station WJW, Cleveland.
The album was awarded him for
his entry in a contest involving
the question, "What I Like About
the Month of March." Bowman's
winning answer was: "I like the
month of March because the girls
from the College of Wooster are
wearing shorts." Hats off to Mr.
Bowman from 700 Wooster males!

Posv'

Mortaiae

by Dave Mortensen

TO

As the warm breezes of spring come at last to thaw the
more desolate memories of this winter of our discontent, the
curious student of world affairs finds himself seriously taxed
to discern the trends remolding the world today.

or
Novcr chicken out on a finesse.

The first three months of 1963
i
i i
i
i
notable tor the decreased
tension in the Cold War brought
about by the sobering realization
(in the aftermath) of how close
to war we were in fact during the
upon Cuban crisis.

of
the Chinese
will be forced either to acquiesce
or to pull out of the already
strained Sino-Sovicamp alto
gether. With the Southeast Asian
"Powder Keg" boiling into renewed civil war in Laos last week,
The determined efforts of both one must fear a Russian Chinese
Premier Khrushchev and Presi- break.
dent Kennedy to minimize the ten
One must also fear such hair- sion in Cuba
brained lunacy as that brayed by
revealed in Mc- the Arizona wonder boy, Senator
Namara's backGold
water. His proposed policy of
handed efforts
actively
aiding a Cuban counter
discount Sena
revolution could only serve to
tor K e a t ing's
Khrushchev wrong and disprove
self . righteous
credit any advocates of
rantings and the
coexistence in Russian.
President's emdiphatic, if be
The President's
I lemma stems from the reaction of
lated, suppression of U. S.
our European allies to the uniMort
lateral U.S. action in Cuba. That
based exile
raids
have not been with out grand old man, DeGaulle, once
their ironies. One can imagine again articulated the unspoken
a bewildered, bewhiskered Castro misgivings of every European over
wiring the Kremlin and a frus- the U. b. monopoly of the nuclear
trated exile leader phoning Bobby muscle of NATO.
both using the same terms: "Is
The complexities of the interyou with us or. is you ain't?"
national anarchy which bred the
That a more moderate climate past two world wars is ominously
is the goal in the Carribean ap- recreated by the breakdown of the
pears obvious, just as Khrush- polarized nuclear balance we have
chev's easing of tension in Berlin known since 1945. France and
and his sudden change of heart China will have nuclear toys in
tele- five years
about installing a "hot-line- "
as will the NATO
phone with Washington suggest powers. Dozens of new or underhis heightened concern over the developed nations in Africa and
consequences of the breakdown of the Far East present both an
the armed stalemate.
alarming power vacuum and seethThe Cuban incident ushered in ing unrest.
a new set of problems for both
As a final thought, consider the
Khrushchev and Kennedy, for authors of the present world order
both have been trying ever since who will have passed from the
to calm down the reactions of scene in five to ten years Khrushtheir allies. In Khrushchev's case, chev, Mao
DeGaulle,
the indignant Chinese must be Adenaur, Franco, Nehru, Chiang
satisfied that the Russian bear can Kai-che,
still use its teeth.
It is during periods of pause,
In the outcome of that internal such as this, in the international
struggle lies the ominous question turmoil that our destinies are deof the character of the Communist termined and that one would most
challenge in the years ahead. If like to know what goes on behind
Khrushchev can defend his policy those locked doors.
were

unsigned

Many of our good friends around the campus,
hearing that we were writing a column for publication in the
Voice during the coming year, have been extremely helpful
with advice. We have received unsolicited suggestions re
garding a name for our efforts,
hear
Menzel
subject matter, style, et cetera.
We are happy that there has
been shown so much interest in a
column of literary and artistic
merit, but we want to stress that
in keeping with the principles of
artistic freedom, we do not feel
obligated to direct this effort according to any criteria save those
of truth and sincerity,
Several of these comments, however, we have deemed worth reprinting. One such is included in
a letter from our good friend, P.
V. Stibbs, portions of which we
present here:
. . . These are crucial times.
The people need a voice in this
era of transition. "Gavabout" has
given out. The day of the "Brown"
press is over, and a new one dawning. We look with joyous anticipation to the new era and to your
column for meaningful alternatives as we "strive for excellence."
Now a word of caution is in
order here. P. V. has been called
a revolutionist. Indeed, he does
live off campus, a very suspicious
fact in itself. This column does not
intend to air revolutionary views.
You may think it revolting, but in
that case we should say that your
taste is in your mouth, as it were.
We ourselves fail to see any
new era just around the corner.
The old is everywhere in evidence.
Even the Student Government is
headed by one of the First Estate.
Nevertheless, we, in the spirit of
freedom of the press, will continue
to include as much of Stibbs'
thought-provokincorrespondence
g

took the state by only a few thousand votes in 1960, and only because of a large plurality in Cook
County.
With the apparent victory of the
Liberal Party in Canadian elections and the prospect of a Labor
victory in the upcoming British
elections, perhaps President Kennedy will feel more at ease in the
Western family of nations.
In the wake of the TFX incident, Secretary McNamara has
granted another contract that may
cause further Congressional uproar. He granted a contract to
supply power to Pensacola air
base to the REA over Gulf Power
Co. The catch is that despite
nearly equal bids, Gulf has the
necessary transmission lines in
place while the REA must put up
such lines with money borrowed
from the government at a subsidized rate. This raises questions
of the true extent to which McNamara is as economy minded as
claimed.
Last year, one of our own history professors read in class a
list of prerequisites to a major
war situation. It was obvious to
the class that the only one missing in our present world situation
was the existence of a plan for
victory on either side. The April
8th issue of U.S. News summarizes a book published by the Russians containing their plans for
the next war. Depending upon the
significance of such a book, one
could begin to wonder what happens next.
Has anybody seen Lyndon John- son, or maybe even Soapy?

as

will permit.

that he lives

off-camp-

us

(We

too!)

It has occured to us that we
ought to identify ourselves. The
editorial "We" is very customary
in these things, (we have noticed
that the only other people who use
it are Popes and kings), and this
being a relatively small college
everybody
community where
knows everybody" we guess it will
not be necessary after all.
One of our favorite interests is
in undergraduate poetry. This
column will endeavor to print at
least one work each week. This
week's is by William Worstworst,
whom we consider to be among
the best of the young muses on
campus.
Drearily dragging down the
(jiminishing days to
deadlines dread,
With a pain in my head,
I Jonged for variety
To keep my sobriety.
When on the ground floor there
arose such a clatter
I sprang from my carrel to see
what was the matter .
'Twas a twistdown with music
that got kind of rowdy
And there in the center, the
leader named
.
Then rejuvenated by that

little caper
Returned to my carrel to
finish my paper.
We encourage Mr. Worstworst
to continue his ascent of Parnassus
And hope that his paper passus.
We apologize to the poet, but
it is our policy never to print
proper names.

non-belligeren-

ce,

et

non-viole-

post-Cuba- n
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Pago Three

Jim Toedtman Reports

IFrora

The Skiving
by Mike Stott

Racqueteers Expect

Soot Baker vs. Turner In Ring Battle Tough

One of the most exciting
events in Wooster athletic hisLike Christmas and Easter, a Voice staff change comes
tory is on tap this spring as
but once a year. As your new columnist I welcome you to boxing is
to the
what I hope will be a profitable and refreshing experience College community. Although the
for both reader and writer. I specialize in nondescript phrases specific date and place have not
re-introduc-

ed

so you as reader must be on your guard not to attach any significance been set, Gentleman Don Baker
to sentence fragments as "How about them apples, sports fans" or and J. Edward "King Cobra"
"Get in the ball game, Joe."
Turner will definitely meet within
The imaginative head at the top of the column stems from my the next month, Wooster Boxing
interest in track and swimming in which the starting block plays a Association promoter and presiprominent role. Credit for the variation, however, must be given dent, Reggie Minton, announced.
The one question is the condito sports publicity director Jim Toedtman.

The Wooster spring sports outlook previewed so well in the
forthcoming Spring Press Book is quite promising. The trackmen, off
to their first outdoor meet, played host to Ferris Institute and Denison
last Saturday. Pole vaulter George Davis has cleared 12 feet once
this spring equalling his best performance of all last year. Captain
Art Herriott, still hampered somewhat by a pulled hamstring, could
put the team in fine shape by becoming "unailed." John Rimmer,
discus man who has finished third the last two years in the OAC, is
recovering from an earlier Kenarden basketball injury.
With much of the netters' hopes riding on skydiver, John Ferry,
the tennis picture is still cloudy. If he is able to go all out, Scot
netmen have a chance for a solid season. Here s hoping the boys can
vanquish Oberlin for the first time in some 30 odd years.
The fate of the baseballers lies in the hands of the pitchers. With
some fine performances from the mound corps, Scot diamondmen
could go quite a ways. Hitting has been sharp in preseason drills
and back to head the attack is third string OC shortstop Craig Smith
who last season pounded opponents at a .422 clip. The golf team
likewise hopes for its 19th consecutive winning season and will meet
Denison in its initial match on Tuesday in Granville.
FOR WHAT IT'S WORTH DEPT. With the increasing interest
in tennis on this campus wouldn t it be nice to see the nets up on
the clay courts? Perhaps a future asphalt job wouldn't hurt tennis
facilities on the old Campi either.
RUMOR DEPT. Confirmed. Buffalo Toedtman is off to study
in Australia second semester next year.
DENIED. That famed basketball all state center from Pequod
Senior High School in Kenilworth, Illinois, Jeff Carlin, will be a
freshman at Wooster next year.
CIRCULATING. That the paleface maidens don't thrill me
none around my Cochise County home town.
FROM OUT OF THE PAST DEPT. Inducted into the Ottawa
Hall of Fame this last week was Yugoslavian Engineer, Tom the Scrib
bier, who won the initial event, the 30,000 meter run, in the 1959
Ottawa Games. Also honored were second and third place finishers
Cannibal Jim and Jack O Lantern.
The final item of business this week may be found in the UP
FOR GRABS DEPT. Predicting is a risky business at best and as a
youngster I used to pick the major league finishes. After reading
countless thousands of articles the boys will finish this way:
NATIONAL LEAGUE
REDS
Despite a
injury to Bob Purkey
GIANTS
Could do better if Cepeda grows up
Wilted well last fall haven't recovered
Dodgers....
Cards
Look great on paper could jell
It's a first division finish with solid pitching
Phils
New infields do strange things Sorry, Pittsburghers
Pirates
Braves.... Fading stars must come alive or Milwaukee is in trouble
Cubs
Are all gummed up haven's seen 1st div. since '45
Colts
Too young will be hard pressed to win 64 again
Mets
.. .Where there's smoke there's fire no cigar
pre-seaso- n

AMERICAN LEAGUE
YANKEES... Pepitone . . . sounds like another big pizza party
TWINS....Good fielding, pitching & hitting are tough ingredients
ORIOLES
Could be a real contender if they play for real
Are good but not as strong as last year
Angels
A surprise if Lary is OK.. ..and they find a double play
Tigers
Indians
...They rate this high because I'm an Indian fan
White Sox
Pale Hose is just too faded this year
Sox
A
Red
good start and Dick Stuart could change things
A's
Might rise with something besides pitching
Senators
"First in war, first in peace, last in the AL"

tion of Gentleman Don's knee.
Baker was swinging a golf club
for photographers and hay have
injured his right knee on the
back swing.
"King Cobra" Turner, taking a
break from his training drills,
turned poet as he looked ahead
to the fight:
The question was Will Baker

elephant do a double flip?
I can tell you right now that
Baker is going to get hurt,
And if anybody doesn't like it,
I'll take them on for dessert.
I am undefeated and really
tough,

I usually throw a right to the

.

d

pre-seaso- n

win:
answered in asking, does a
snake have hips,
Does a crab have lips, can an
I

Ru-dic-

s,

Trackmen Open Season, Win
Meets Over First Opponents
Last Tuesday at Severance Field the Scot thinclads completely dominated action in their first dual meet of the season.
Taking all but three firset places, Wooster overwhelmed
Kenyon 88 to 39.
Leading the onslaught against
Kenyon were three double winners. Big Joe Zurcher placed first
in both the shot put and the discus. Middle distance man Dale
Hamalainen won the mile and then
came back to capture the 880 yard
race. The other double winner was
freshman hurdler Buddy Harris
who copped the 120 yard highs
and the 220 yard lows.
Another outstanding performance was turned in by junior Gill
Siepert who won the 440 and then
came back to run an incredible
49.8 as the anchor man of the
winning mile relay team.
Last Saturday the Scots opened
the season with a triangular win
over Ferris Institute of Technology
and conference foe Denison. Several outstanding performances enabled Wooster to emerge victorious, finishing with 65 points compared to 60 for Ferris and 34 for
Denison.
Two records were equaled or
bettered by a pair of Wooster
freshmen. Hamalainen equaled the
track record Jot the mile set in
1958 by Craig Taylor with a time
of 4:24.3. A new school record
was established by Buddy Harris

High on Fashion
SKIRTS

BLOUSES

SWEATERS
when he ran the 120 high hurdles
in 15.1 seconds. This broke the
old record of 15.2 set by Harry
Schiefile in 1948.
The Scots next enter competition
tomorrow at Severance Field when
they meet two conference foes,
Ohio Wesleyan and Capital.
Wooster-Ferris-Denis-

on

Summary
880 yd. relay: 1. Wooster (Konnert,
Siepert, Herriott, Long) 2. Ferris. 3.
Denison. Time: 1:31.7.
Shot put: 1. Zuercher (W). 2. Wish-mir- e
(D). 3. J. Davis (W). 4. Morrow
(D). Distance: 47' 7".
Mile run: 1. Hamalainen (W). 2.
Madkin (F). 3. Ward (F). 4. Brown
(W). Time: 4:24.3.
440 yd. dash: 1. Siepert (W). 2.
(F). 3. Call (F). 4. Johnson (F).
Time: 50.6.
Broad jump: 1. Brazil (F. 2. Herriott
(W). 3. G. Davis (W). 4. Witchey (D).
Distance: 23'
100 yd. dash: 1. Suffel (F). 2. Hor-ni(F). 3. Martin (W) and J. Konnert
(W). Time: 9.9.
(Continued on Page Four)
Se-ne-

SHORTS
PANTS

JACKETS
SEPARATES

...

That Go Together

Everywhere!

The Deulah Beclifel Shop
"Fashions of Distinction"
Public Square

ll

5".

k

Selection
Barnes

&

of Art

Books
.75

Noble Art Series

Skira Color Prints, Lge. Selections............ 1.75
Mentor

&

Compass

95

Small Art Book ABC...
Also New

&

2.25

... 3 for 1.00

and Large Selections of Peter Pauper Books

The College Book Store
P. S.: When you write home, make it official!

Use Our COLLEGE OF WOOSTER STATIONERY

SPECIAL OCCASION?

CORSAGES

like the

A
CHECKING

WOOSTER FLORAL

ACCOUNT

slim

tJJ
Start

nA
J

LADY-HOUR-

6

S

Dances and Picnics Today!
Pick Your Date, Details Later

A

fit

too!

l

Malting Plans

for Your Spring Parties,

SAVES

ON THE SQUARE
263-288-

out of my crouch;

Coach Al Van Wie's tennis
charges will know how they stand
body and a left to the head, in relation to the rest of the Ohio
And leave my opponent pretty Conference after their first six
near dead.
matches. In these contests Wooster
Yes, F m just like a cobra,
netmen engage five of last year's
mighty sly, vicious and tough. six top teams.
The time hasn't come when I
Finishing in the sixth spot in
haven't shown my stuff.
OC last season the netters will
the
I'm quick, aggressive, and my
be out to improve on their 4-- 7
bite is deadly,
mark. The big question is the full
And if I had to fight myself,
shape of senior John Ferry. A year
I would decline readily.
After listening to Turner's liter- since his fall from his third floor
ary work, Baker replied confi- Kenarden window, Ferry has seen
dently, "Just tell Turner that I'll limited court action.
be ready."
The picture is less murky in
The three-rounacmatch was
competition for the lower spots on
Turner, Baker
tually the outgrowth of result of the squad with Dave Henderson,
a recent gab session in Turner's Will Johnson and Tom Trantum
And I can tell you right now
room. Baker, an excellent pugilist making strong bids. Top frosh
That I don't take any gruff.
who was twice a Golden Gloves prospect appears to be Jim Poff
I haven't been beaten by any
champion in Cleveland, was josh-ingl- y from Findlay, Ohio, who has
man or mammal,
challenged by Turner to a looked sharp in
workIn fact there just aren't too
match.
outs.
the
Forming
nucleus
of a
many things I can't reduce
W B A Commissioner Reggie hopeful contingent are returning
to a shamble.
Minton suggested the match be letterman Dave Little, Mike
k
I am no slouch when I come
How-ellopen to public. Consequently, "for
and Dave Clymer, Dick
the fun of it," King Cobra will
Henderson and Ferry. The
meet Gentleman Don in a featured netters opened the season Wednesevent of the Wooster spring sports day at Granville when they faced
program.
Denison's Big Red.

you'll

Phone

Net Season

u

DECORATED CAKES

SANDWICHES

COOKIES

PUNCH

75th Anniversary

at

Traveling?
Let Us Help You

with Your Reservations

many

man-hour-

of

s

Well, smart women

PLANE

TRAIN

suve them

Men say THRIFTICHECKS
bill-payi-

will find that

BUS

WORLD WIDE TRAVEL AGENCY
saves

Wooster Auto Club
Phone

263-407-

lady-hour-

s

too! With

THRIFTI-CHEC-

K

Hamburger

20

French Fries

15

SLIM FITS

bills

in

minutes. Why not open a

THRIFTICHECK

account?

Authorized College Travel Agents

You

personal

checking

Baked Virginia Ham Luncheon .............

can do that

in min-

utes, too, at . . .

Wayne County
National Bank
3

Phone

262-497-

4

APRIL

IN SANFORIZED TWILL
Sanforized
Twill...,

$4.25

Cotton
Cotril...

$4.95

prenner pros!.
WOOSTER, OHIO
Lower the Cost of Dressing Well

.05

Swiss Steak Luncheon

you can pay a whole list of

0

Prices!

Coffee or Milk
Hot Roast Beef Combination

time.

ng

1947

.45
65
.70

20 and 21, 1963

tJadelin's Restaurant and
Catering Service
1 15-- 1

25

S.

Walnut St., Phone

262-40- 45
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MORE ON

SCOT'S FORUM

ThincladsTriumph
Highlight Weekends Calendar Of Events Support Needed
(Continued from Page Three)
4Ten Days That Shook the fee will be charged for refresh- For House Bill 308
120 yd. hish hurdles:
Witchey (D).
1.

2. Brazil (F). 3. Harris (W). 4. Nash
ments, but they'll be worth it. Re(F). Time 14.7.
member, come stag or drag, but Dear Editor:
High jump: 1. Clark (D). 2.
expect to change partners. "The
Awaiting decision by a sub
(D). 3. J. Davis (W). 4. Schlach
success of the evening depends on committee of the Ohio Legislature (F). Height: 6' 2".
son.
your interest, enthusiasm, and is a bill which, if passed, could 880 yd. run: 1. Bassett (F). 2.
(W). 3. Brown (W). 4. Merr-wiRussian director Sergei Eisen- ability to let your hair down," says show Ohio s willingness to clean
(D). Time 2:04.9.
its cupboard of a problem plaguestein caught in this film "a turning Sue Dinklage, chairman.
220 yd. dash: 1. Hornig (F). 2. Suttel
point in modern history; the Rusing a great number, of states (F). 3. McBride (D). 4. Konnert (W).
Forty-fiv- e
students from Ober-lin- , House Bill 308 on Fair Housing Time: 21.8.
sian Revolution of 1917, the ideas
220
low
1. Brazil (F). 2.
behind it, and the process of hisAntioch, Earlham, Denison prohibits discrimination in the re Herriottyd. (W). hurdles:
3. Witchey (D). 4. Har-ri- s
other colleges will meet here a fusal to sell, rent, lease, or trans
tory.
(W). Time: 23.8.
Discus: 1. Schaich (D). 2. Morrow
The New Yorker has called week from today for a Weekend fer housing on grounds of race,
"Ten Days That Shook the World," Workshop on Alternatives to Vio- color, religion, or natural origin (D).3. Zurcher (W).
4. Rimmer (W). Distance: 141' 11".
the second of the Faculty Club lence.
or ancestry.
Two mile run: 1. Madkin (F). 2. P.
Foreign Film series, "possibly the
Among discussion leaders will
Provisions also prevent panic Jones (W). 3. Gilbert (W). 4. Meyer
most distinguished film in the his- be Jim Bristol, Research Director selling, discriminatory advertising (F). Time: 10:11.3.
Mile relay: 1. Wooster (Long, J.
tory of the cinema."
of the American Friends Service and refusal of loans for housing
Herriott, Siepert). 2. Ferris. 3.
Committee's Program on Non- purposes. I he law would be en- Denison. Time: 3:29.4.
Final Score: Wooster 65; Ferris 60,
forced through the Civil Rights
Tomorow night at 8:30 in violence.
34.
Denison
Commission
of
the
state.
Also heading the activities will
Compton Club Room will be an
Wooster
vs. Kenyon
informal, stag or drag, UNWoos-terlik- e be Robert Senor, vice president of
At present the bill rests in a
April 16, 1963
dance at which no one will the United World Federalists and very precarious position. One
1. Wooster (Lonir. Har- 880
vd.
relav:
substay in one place with one partner Lary Gara, former professor of member of the three-maO'
2. Kenyon. Time:
Siepert,
ris,
Herriott)
the whole evening. Master of Cere- History and Government at Wil committee has pledged support of
1:61 A.
monies, John Lathrop, will keep mington College.
the bill ; the other two as yet have
Shot put: 1. Zurcher 48' l3.". 2. Wal- things going with a variety of
Wooster students are invited to not. It is mandatory for the life lis (K) 45' 1134"; 3. J. Davis (W) 44' 5"
Mile run: 1. Hamalainen (W) 2.
music and dancing, but the enter- listen in on the discussions.
of the bill that interested persons
(K) 3. Spring (K). Time 4:25.3.
tainment will come from you. If
express their concern through letbroad jump: 1. Herriott (W) 21

World will be shown tomorrow
evening (Saturday, April 20) in
Scott Auditorium at 7:30 and 9:30
pjn. Admission is 50 cents a per

Led-bett-

er

Ham-alaine- n
n

-

-

Di-Cicc-

n

0

o,

4

Mo-ne- ll

you've got a special instrument, a
new routine, or know how to do
the bossanova, plan to show your
talents at the dance.
Since the committee has no
funds with which to work, a small

The One Stop
Coin Operated
Laundry
20 WASHERS
10 DRYERS

Meutra Home Burns
The Los Angeles home and of
of world-famou- s
architect
Richard Neutra was destroved the
Wednesday after he had visited
Wooster on March 23-2Firemen estimated the loss at
$75,000. The
ultra
modern dwelling contained, a great
many of Neutra's architectural
sketches, plans and books.
fice

4.

HEAVY DUTY WASHER
EXTRACTOR
DRY

The United States Marine Corps
announces the visit of Captain N.
E. Ryder, Officer Selection Officer,
on April 25-2- 6
to provide infor
mation to students interested in
serving their country as Marine
Corps Officers.

CLEANING

MACHINE

two-stor- y

ters to these men.
If anything similar to some of
the passionate protests to college
policies could be included in such
a letter, it would surely have effect.

It Is

2. G. Davis (W) 21'
3.
Chentow (K) 20' 10
440 vd. dash: 1. SieDert (W) 2. Bis- sell (K) 3. DiCicco (W) Time: 50.8..
100 yd. dash: Shevitz (K) 2. Martin
(W) 3. Schweppe (K). Time 10.3.
120 vd. hich hurdles: 1. Harris (W).
2. Mieure (K) 3. Jones (W). Time:
15.5.
880 vd. run: 1. Hamalainen (W) 2.
Bales (K) 3. Brown (W). Time 2:02.
220 yd. dash: 1. Schweppe (K) 2.
Martin (W) 3. Carpenter (W). Time:
23.0.
220 vd. low hurdles: 1. Harris (W)
2. D. Jones (W) 3. Mieure (K). Time
24.8.
High iumD: 1. J. Davis (W) 5' 10":
7-8-

".

Stewart Kitchen of South
Charleston supports the bill. Ralph
D. Cole, Jr. of Findlay and Thomas P. Gilmartin of Youngstown
do not. Letters to these men should
be addressed to: House of Rep re
sentatives, lne State House, Co
lumbus 15, Ohio.
Students who meet each Mon- 2. Kooistra (K) and Harris (W) 5' 6".
Discus: 1. Zurcher (W) 126' 9"; 2. J.
day evening at the study group
Davis
(W) 126' 8"; 3. Rimmer (W)
in Andrews have more information
about the bill and about housing
Pole vault: 1. G. Davis (W) 12' 6":
practices m Wooster. If concerned, 2. Stocking (W) and Kerr (K) 11' 6".
do something!
Two mile run: 1. Monnel (K) 2. P.
Jones (W)
3. Gilbert (W)
Time:
Steve Hills
C.

10:10.6.

Mile relav: 1. Wooster (T)CA cm.
Goldsmith, Carpenter. SieDert) 2. Ken
yon. Time: 3:30.6.
final Score: Wooster 88, Kenyon 39.

PARKING IN REAR

AMPLE
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New-C- lean

and Complete

Scot Baseball Coach Sivigarfl
Hopes For Improved Season
Baseball coach John Swjgart has
strong hopes of improving upon
last year's 2
record. He sees
more strength in both infield and
outfield positions. Returning
e
include junior Joe
and sophomores Craig
Smith, Dunge Cicconetti, Loren
Wood and Gus Manning. Smith
was Wooster's leading hitter last
year and was second in the Ohio
Conference with a .422 mark. He
was also elected to the third team
of the
squad.
3-1-

in-field-

elude junior Archie Rodgers and
sophomore Brooks Harrop. Senior
Dave Rees rounds out the mound
crew.

ers

Fer-rant-

Wooster's greatest threats will
be defending champion Hiram and
runner-uMt. Union. Both teams
appear strong again this spring.
In addition Akron will present a
solid veteran team, and Kenyon
claims one of the conference's best
pitchers.
p

The season opened this week
with a home game on Thursday
Outfield hopes rest upon a host
Baldwin-WallacTomorof freshmen: George Bare, Roger against
the Scots will travel to Hiram.
row
Griffis, Fred Honhart and John
Urling all have reported. Also in
cluded is returning junior Bruce
Fielitz who served as' a catcher
last year. Catching duties this year
will probably be handled by
Dunge Cicconetti or sophomore
IN THE APRIL
Stan Stephenson.
all-conferen-

ce

e.

WHAT'S

NEW

ATLANTIC?

"Again, our pitching is the big
question mark," according to
coach Swigart. Freshmen Dave La- zor and Luke HofFa have shown
promise. Returning pitchers in- -

William Saroyan
Boys and Girls

A

the South.
ALSO
"Labor's Welfare State": In the first of
a series of labor union profiles, A. H.
Raskin looks

at New York's Local

the Electrical Workers' union
first union local to establish

thru TUESDAY

a

Gregory Peck

25-ho-

workweek.

ur

The pursuit of excellence Is the everyday
job of The Atlantic's

in

A
MOCKINGBIRD"
KILL

editors be It In fiction or fact, poetry
or prose. In
numbers,
those In pursuit of
academic excellence
find In The Atlantic a
ever-Increasin- g

APRIL

26

challenging, entertaining and enlightening compan ion.

"MIRACLE

OF THE
WHITE STALLIONS"

ON
SALE

Get your copy today.

NOW

Duds in Suds
348 East Liberty St.
Ample Parking in Rear

Freedlander's
"It Pays To Buy Quality"

mi --

r

get that great
feeling,
get that new
KEDS

tapered toe!

T

Hr
O

Motif,y

An exclusive "fountain
ftyling. Sophisticated
charmingly different. A

1

Complement to the
lovelieat Land.

$

Get "Champion" Oxford, the smart
girl s choice-w- ith
a new fashion
angle to its toe! You get all the
exclusive comfort features that add
up to "that great Keds feeling."
You get that wonderful U.S. Keds
You get a bright
range of colors. And a perfect fit,
thanks to Narrow and Medium
widths. Only
Q
wash-and-wearabilit-

y.

LOOK FOR THE BLUE LABEL

35

mi, m smm m&h

dkw mm& m m (tarn m mu (&
145 E. Liberty St.
Your Dollar Buys More
In Wooster's Finest

Jewelry Store

Amster Shoes

Kick up your heels in the new Adler Shape-U- p
cotton
sock. Nothing gets it down. The indomitable Shape-U- p
leg stays up and up and up in plain white, white with tennis
stripes, or solid colors. No matter how much vou whooo
it up. In the air, her Shapette, 69& his Shape-U85ff.
p,

. . .

the finest in CAMPUS fashions

3 of
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WERNER'S

,',x-r-x

real

leading literary

OPEN 24 HOURS

lilt

A

critic offers a detailed analysis of some
Russian short novels by Gogol.Turgenev
and Tolstoy.
Ralph McGIII: A poignant study of the
effects of sectionalism, the Ku Klux
Klan, the depression and war years on

THEATRE

"TO

The famed author of

four playlets for The Atlantic.

tour do force.
Randall Jarrell:

YOOSTER

FRIDAY

:

Together has written

m

j--

T

TT

Th
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